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New Assistant Dean Appointed for Placement
by Valerie Richardson

National
Law Center alumnus John S.:
Jenkins has accepted the position of
Assistant Dean for Career Development,
the Dean's office recently announced.
Jenkins, who recently retired as Judge
Advocate General of the U.S. Navy, will
arrive on campus November 15 to commence his duties with the Placement
Office.
A career naval officer and lawyer for the
past 27 years, Jenkins has served as
counsel to the Navy's top executive
management. His legal emphasis has been
on administrative law and legislation, but
has also encompassed international, environmental, labor, and criminal law, and
claims and litigation. As Judge Advocate
General, he served as Commander of the
Naval Legal Service, managing. nearly
1000 lawyers in the Navy JAG Corps
stationed worldwide, including over 100
under his immediate
command
in
Washington.
Additionally,
Jenkins
has
been
responsible for the placement of Navy
attorneys
in postgraduate
education
programs, including the National Law
Center.
-'
Serving last as a Rear Admiral, Jenkins'
wide range of experience in the Navy has
also included
serving
as a Navy
congressional liaison on both the federal
and state levels, defense attorney for

significant
environmental
suits
challenging the Navy's use of critical
weapons-training
areas
and as a
negotiator in the acquisition of international bases. A professor at the Naval
Justice School for two years, Jenkins has
authored
textbooks and moot court
materials.
Jenkins
is also a gradua te of the
National Law Center (J.D. 1960, and was
a member of the Board of Editors of The
George Washington
University
..Law
Review. He also holds an M.A. in International
Relations
from American
University.
National Law Center Dean Jerome
Barron commented that he was extremely
pleased that Jenkins had accepted the
appointment. "Jenkins is a fine attorney
with a very wide base of contacts from
which we will all be able to draw," said
Barron.
When asked why there, had been such a
long delay in appointing an Assistant Dean
for Career
Development,
Barron
responded, "Placement
specialists are
very hard to get. People in this field are
very aware of the anxiety and frustration
of people looking for jobs and the difficulty
in' helping people find those jobs. It is
simply not a job that too many people are
eager to take on.
"Actually, the offer for Assistant Dean
was extended to someone over the summer, before
this whole issue (on
Placement) heated up in September. We
lost a lot of time when that person sub-

Moot Court Argues Immu~ity
For Federal Defense Witnesses
by Diane Mooney
The long list of names on the Moot Court
bulletin board after the first round of
upper class Van Vleck competition is
record-length, said the Moot Court Board's
co-chairperson, Kaye Morgan. Ninety-two
second and third year students (32 more
than competed last year) argued October
14 in the first round of the Moor Court
competition, said Morgan, who chairs the
Board with Tom Mostowy. "There were
many mote third year students (this year)
who've never done a competition,"
Morgan said.
Secorid year students Mary Quagliana
and Kate Rodgers topped the list as the
high scoring team, 24points above the next
highest contenders, Raymond Dorado and
Kathryn Carson ..
More than half the points of each team's
score is based on the oral argument. Briefs
turned in prior to the oral arguments make
up the remaining points, -after penalties
are assessed for late submissions and
inaccurate citations.
Sixty-nine judges, mostly local practicing attorneys, heard arguments on the .
granting of immunity to defense witnesses

in federal
criminal
prosecutions.
Professor 'David Seidelson, Moot Court
Board advisor and coach for the national
team, also judged the round.
Second round competition will be held on
November 17.Scores, based on total points
of both rounds, will be announced at a
reception following this round of competition. The high scorers will then
compete in final arguments February 26,
1983 before local appellate and federal
court judges: Final-round winners are
eligible to compete on the NLC's national
moot court team.
The Moot Court Board is currently
planning the annual first year competition
to be held in early February. No deadlines
have yet been set. Unlike upper-class
participants, who earn one credit toward
their writing requirement,
only the
finalists in the first year competition fulfill
the writing requirement,
but Board
members encourage aU first year students
to participate because, says Morgan, "it
increases your confidence in research,
writing and speaking before judges."
Information on Moot Court competitions
may be obtained from the Moot Court
office in Bacon 102-B.

sequently turned down the offer. We had
fully expected that person to accept."
Barron explained that the previous offer
had been made to someone currently
holding a similar position at another
school. He declined, Barron said, because
of "responsibilities
to his home institution."
'
When the search began anew in August
for someone to fill the position, Barron
said that he "didn't want to grab just
anyone." He continued, "I wanted to haveconfidence in someone to be able to take
aggressive
leadership and make .the
necessary contacts. I took that position
from the outset, and now I feel that we
have found a person who will really improve the placement situation."

Admitting
that 'other placement
problems should have been rectified
sooner, Barron noted that the NLC has had
a good record in the past, "Wesimply have
not made the changes as quickly as the
economic times are demanding," said
Barron.
"Part of our 'placement puzzle' is that
we are probably going to have to put more

budget dollars into the Placement Office,"
Barron said. "At what point, though, does
bigger budget become inefficient? I don't
think we are at that point yet, but We must
make an assessment of our situation,
based on our needs and our resources."
Barron says he wants to allow Assistant
Dean Jenkins to canvass the strengths and
weaknesses of our program and make his
own suggestions for improvement. "It
certainly
wouldn't
be effective
administration to hire someone to do a job,
then try to second-guess him before he
even got here," Barron said.
Dean Barron emphasized his personal
commitment
to improvements in the
placement program. He also said that
placement must be "buttressed not only by
support, but also by realities." With a
virtual freeze on government hiring and
legal
opportunities
drying
tip in
Washington, D.C., Barron suggested not as
many NLC grads are going to be staying in
the area as would desire to. "We need to
start looking nationally," he said. An
extensive "alumni network" is being
developed at the present time, with plans
for the Assistant Dean to takeover those
efforts in November. ,

SBA's Placement Forum a Success
by Stuart Address
Exceeding its goal of gathering ~ver 1000
student signatures
on a "Placement
Petition," the Student Bar Association
hosted in early October a forum giving
students an opportunity to direct questions
and voice concerns to the administration.
Approximately 250 students attended the
forum,
with
the
administration
represented by Dean Jerome Barron and
Associate Dean Teresa Schwartz, There
was some criticism by the students that no
one/ from the Placement
Office was
present at the meeting.
Complimenting
the SBA Placement
Proposal, distributed during the petition
drive, Dean Barron said that many of its
suggestions in regard to staffing, funding
and programs will be given serious consideration once the new Assistant Dean for
Career Development is appointed and in
office. Since the forum, it has been
disclosed that the offer for that position
has been accepted by John S. Jenkins;
former Judge Advocate General of the
U.S. Navy. Jenkins is scheduled to begin
his duties at the NLC November 15.
When questioned about the delay in
appointing an Assistant Dean for Career
Development, Dean Barron explained that
the offer had actually been made late in
the summer and rejected before the offer
was extended to Jenkins.

In other major exchanges at the forum,
Dean Barron said the criticism of the lack
of regional recruitment programs was
justified. He also commented on the
'present effort to increase the use and effectiveness of NLC Alumni by appointing a
contact person in each of the major legal
employment
markets throughout
the
country. In conclusion, Dean Barron indicated his "commitment to Placement"
and his "appreciation of concern." He
closed by saying that there was "no point
in turning out law graduates if we can't get
them jobs."
While
the questions were constructive
and the answers generally informative,
many students objected to the Dean's total,
deferral of aU action to the new Assistant
Dean. One student charged that the
Placement Office was no longer accepting
job notices from firms over the phone due
to a lack of staff. She questioned why we
had to wait for a new Assistarit Dean to
hire temporary help.
After sustained
applause by the students, Dean Schwartz
agreed that whatever couId be done now
without "throwing a monkey wrench" into
the master plan should be done.
Overall, the Forum appeared to have
achieved its desired effect of pointing out
student concern and committment to a
quality placement office, while eliciting a
few answers on the future of the
Placement Office.
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W. Va. Justice Blasts Legal System:

Crusade for Justice
by~~rian

judges "do their own work and can't build
a bureaucracy, can't expand staffs, and
have no incentive to do anything but their
jobs." Furthermore, said Neely, judges
usually do not expect to change jobs in the
short run and thus are more concerned
with policy than career advancement.
Neely spoke of judges being better able to
respond to specific social problems by
effectively holding both executive and
legislative powers to "do anything until
reversed. "

O'Donnell

Asserting
that there is a "gr~t deal of
nonsense in COnstitutional adjudication judges lie a lot," Richard Neely, Chief
Justice of the West Virginia Supreme
Court, provided
his October
20th
Enrichment Program audiences with a
glib and often humorous explanation of
judicial activism and a virtual critiqueof
our three-branch system of government.
Neely's talk, entitled "The Lawyer KnightErrant in the Court of Camelot," summarized the conclusions of his recent book
How Courts Govern America .. In the book,
Neely argues that courts must make
public policy. when defects in other
branches of government result in social
issues not being addressed.
Justice Neely contended that courts find
themselves in a policy-making role in
deciding administrative and constitutional
law cases because the executive and
legislative branches have not responded to
many social issues. The flaws of the other
branches,
claims Neely, leave the
judiciary as the only institution that can
"make changes based on changes in
society and morality."
Neely, a former member of the West
Virginia House of Delegates who aborted-a
1972 campaign for the U.S. Senate,
charged that both the state and federal
level legislatures are designed "to prevent
the passage of laws" and are "entirely
feudal organizations calculated to do
nothing."

5

ocial ~sues, Neely asserts; are particularly vulnerable, under the committee
systems fundamental to legislatures, to a
legislative failure to act. This is due, he
says, to the fact that legislatures "mostly
deal with economic issues, which bring
campaign dollars and voters, and social
issues do not." Neely views legislative ills
as being rooted in the idea that legislatures
are forums to which "everybody goes
greedily" and which are dominated by
special
interests.
The responsible
legislator who attempts to say "no" to
special interests, says Neely, finds it very
difficult to get re-elected.
What is
therefore required, according to the
Justice, is "an organization that can say
'No' institutionally" - and that is the
judiciary.
Neely further -analyzed
that the
executive branch of government "is not
truly democratic" and has little capacity
for effective policy making-due
to a
stifling civil service system. He referred
specifically to low government Salaries
and
the
"self-propogation
of
tasteless,odorless bureaucracies" beyond
executive
control as inhibiting
the
responsivensss of the executive to the
electorate.
Furthermore,
he said,
executive agencies are often staffed by
"enormously
arrogant
but bright"
members of an educated elite "with no
idea of a working man's life." The goal of
such bureaucracies,
he said, is to
"maximize upward mobility for middle
management" and this often results in a
non-productive proliferation of agencies.
If courts did not serve as a watchdog of
bureaucracies,
contended
Neely,
"bureaucracies would only set up life so it
was convenient for them."
The legitimacy of the courts acting as
policy-makers, maintained Neely, rests
with their having "no institutional imperative to do anything but call them as
they see them." In contrast to legislators
and executive level personnel, he noted,

_<

Justice Neely said judges do not rise to
policy-maker status because they are'
inherently
virtuous.
He noted that
judgeships are obtained through political
means and not by writing skillful opinions.
"Judges are not appointed because they
are smart," he remarked, but the nature
of the position can "turn a whore into a
virgin." He quipped that a judgeship is
"what one receives as a consolation prize
for not getting what he really wants in
politics." He recalled that he only decided
to seek. election to the twelve year term on
the West Virginia Supreme Court when he
concluded during the early stages of his
Senate campaign he would be "beaten like
a drum." He then decided to use his
political clout within the state to campaign
for the bench.
Neely noted with some favor that since
"judges are politicians, not lawyers" they
need not be so concerned with craftsmanship in interpreting the law because
in effect "the judges are the law." In
reflecting on a recent case in which he
chose to overlook precedents in other
jurisdictions, Neely offered: "I don't have
to follow the common law or stare decisis;
I have to run a system of law." Neely
views such freedom as providing the
judiciary with a policy-making instrument
when "the inadequacies of other institutions" make it necessary for the
courts to act. Neely stated that he is not
advocating judicial activism per se and
suggested that (on this point) the intent of
his book has been misinterpreted by many
critics. He maintained that whereas his
book has been viewed by many as a liberal
espousal of judicial activism, -it is "actually a conservative book" in trying to
"depict the limits" ofan active judiciary.
Neely partially sets the limits of judicial
activism for himself when deciding cases
by placing them on a graded one-to-ten
scale where cases at the higher end are
considered to be more in need of judicial
activism in light of pressing need and
inaction by other authorities. Neely says
that a case at his "cut-off" point of-six on
such a scale would call for judicial policymaking whereas more liberal judges
would use a cut-off of four and "a
Rehnquist or Burger would place it at
about eight."

Courts,
according to Neely, are "the oil
.reducing frictions" between other branches of govednment but it is "unwise for
judges to believe they are the machine;
that is still the political process." He expressed
support : for .courts making
decisions which "require the legislature to
take a second look at the problem." He
indicated, however, there are flaws in how
judges proceed to explain their policymaking and that they find it "easier to
dismiss a case on a tricky point than to
explain the substance." A problem ensues,
.the Justice suggested from appellate·
judges first making a decision as to what·
the result of a case will be and then
straining to rationalize the decision in

- Courts vs. the
legal terms. The difficulty is compounded,
he added, by trial judges then interpreting
these affected opinions too stringently.
"Legal reasoning is very fuzzy," observed Neely, "because it is about the
organization of society and making people
satisfied with what they get out of the
world." Since the theory of adjudication is
"largely nonsensical" he implored law
students to read case decisions with the
purpose of identifying the human element
and social significance weighed by a judge
in reaching a decision. He proposed that it
may be almost deceptive to voice appeals
for social change in terms of "due
process" and other legal catch-phrases.
Neely remarked in this regard that "few
people who voted for the fourteenth
amendment
would have dreamed
of
having Blacks as social guests."
In a discussion with the Advocate prior to his formal address, Justice Neely
commented.on his own judicial career, the
nature of the judicial role in governing,
and how law schools prepare individuals
for participation in the legal process.
The native West Virginian avows that he
"never wanted to be a judge" and that
while pursuing a J.D. degree at Yale he
was "not an academic student of the law"
but rather "took bread and butter courses
and paid attention to the practical side of
the law." Soon after returning to his home
state from a two year tour of duty in
Vietnam, Neely continued in the political
tradition of his family - his grandafther
had been a U.S. Senator - by serving one
term in the West Virginia House. When his
bid for the U.S. Senate faltered, the state
supreme court judgeship was the next best
thing. He largely credits his grandfather's
reputation with bringing him election to
the state's highest court at age thirty-one.
In 1980it became his turn to serve as chief
justice. In the meantime, he has nearly
completed work on a second book to be
published next year entitled Why Courts
Don't Work.

Neely
says he intends to seek reelection
to the bench in 1984 and expects little
opposition. His optimism, he says, is only
partially due to a favorable record as a
judge, For he emphasized
that West
Virginia and many other state judiciaries
suffer a lack of prestige and relatively low
salary structures
which lessens competition for judicial openings He claims
that he is only able and willing to serve in
the $49,000 per year position because of
"sizeable outside income" from real
estate dealings, overseas investments, an
inherited family business, and speaking
engagements. Neely adds that "judging
often doesn't attract the most qualified
people" and judges are frequently "not
lightning-fast calculators of what's going
on in the world." As a result, he concludes,
judges are very prone to erroneous
decisions when provided with improper or
insufficient information
by attorneys.
Paying
judges
significantly
higher
salaries would probably, he says, "drive
up the incentive for unqualified people."
He adds, in fact that lower salaries might
better insure having judges who only serve
out of a concern for the legal system.Neely feels that the chances of selecting
competent judges are equal under appointment and elected systems though the
appointment
process might render a
"more populous" judiciary.
The key
factor, he alleges, is that "most first class
private lawyers are not interested in and
cannot afford" judgeships, at least at the
state level. Federal judgeships are more
highly prized, Neely says, along with
judiciaries in .states whose geographic

World

locations are considered attractive to
candidates for the judiciary. He noted, for
example, that New Jersey is considered to
have an excellent state judiciary and this
may be largely attributable to its close
proximity to New York City.
In terms of which aspects of his present
position he finds satisfying; Neely. sees
government service as "mind expanding
rather than mind narrowing." He senses
that all of his reading, discussions with
persons of varied backgrounds, and experiences "bear on the job" of making
case decisions. The 41-year-old Neely says
that he misses the one-on-one relationships'
with clients he had as a practicing attorney. He compares the bench with
working in a large law firm in having
limited "psychic gratification."
Neely labels law schools as "basically
very good" at training their students but
deems undergraduate
programs quite
deficient and encouraging of a "very
cynical approach
to matters."
He
characterized George Washington as "an
extremely
good law school where
somebody who works hard receives as
good a legal education as available
anywhere in the country." He cautioned
that even excellent law schools "can't
teach certain things" related to the actual
practice of law. He advises that it is a
mistake to encourage "too much clinical
education" since students will have their
entire careers to actually practice law but
law school is a unique opportunity to
consider the theory of law.
With repect to how well law schools are
providing counsel for all citizens Neely
maintained that a lack of legal services for
the poor and middle class is not the
responsibility of law schools but "the fault
of people in the bottom of the class withdrawing from the legal field." He added
that though many lawyers are produced by
schools "the number of good ones is
comparatively small." There is no market
for stupid lawyers, he said, and proposed
that many of the people graduating from
law schools, especially less competitive
institutions, are deficient in their training,
level of ambition, or aptitude.
In asserting that the "social side of law
school is important" Justice Neely affirmed the importance of spending time
"thinking, attending lectures, engaging in
bull sessions, and gaining experience in
romance, love, drinking, etc.". Law
students, he said, must give effort to
"sorting life out so they don't later say 'I
missed it'." He acknowledges the importance of studiousness but observed that
the successful practice of law is equally
dependent upon how well adjusted one is
and the quality of an attorney's home life
can influence his work. Neely offered that
it is "better to be laughing at yourself now
than later."
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On Finley Peter, Dunneby David Danner

When
one is asked to make a list of the
greatest American legal scholars and
critics, one inevitably names Marshall,
Holmes, Black, Hand, Brandeis, Cardozo,
Frankfurter or Stone. One name that
rarely gets mentioned is that of Finley
Peter Dunne, This is a shame, for he
surely
has a place among
those-luminaries.
Dunne was a journalist and syndicated
columnist who, in newspaper columns
published from 1892to 1914,expounded his
views of the American legal system
through the persona of Mr. Martin Dooley,
the barkeeper of Archey Road. Dunne's
columns appeared in Sunday newspapers
across the country, and made Mr. Dooley
as famous in his day as Doonesburyis in
ours.
Mr. Dooley's' views became known
during the course of his conversations with
Mr. Hennessey, a regular patron of Archey
Road. The perfect foil, Hennessey would
listen as Dooley discussed probate ("To be
injyeable a will must be at wan an' th'
same time a practical joke on th' heirs an'
advertisement iv th' man that made it."),
white collar crime ("Never steal a duremat," said Mr. Dooley. "If ye do, ye'll be
investigated,
hanged,
an'
maybe
rayformed. Steal a bank, me boy, steal a
bank.") and countless other issues of the
day. And, in doing so, Dooley earned his
creator the admiration of Justice Frankfurter, a job and lifelong friendship with
Theodore Roosevelt, and a lot of money.
Undoubtedly, many students who have
never heard of Mr. Dooley have heard
from him: For example, it was he who told'

During
the recent irrational,
unbelievable and incomprehensible stock
market rally, virtually every common
stock holder has done phenomenally well,
notwithstanding himself. A few select
stocks have more than doubled in value in
the last several months. However, that
ain't nothing compared to the recent
returns on "call stock options." Certain
option contracts have shown over a twohundred -fold increase in price since the
rally began.
.
Before the specifics of option trading are
set forth, here is a general overview. The
real richness of options lies in their immense financial
leverage.
Whereas
common stocks are like swinging a bat, for
the same price option trading gets you a
,telephone pole. It is much easier to strike
out with the telephone pole, however.
Options are contracts to either buy ?r
sell stock at a certain price at a certain
time. "Call" is an option to buy, with a
"put" being on the sell side. By way of
example, assume that the common stock
of EXXON is selling for $50a share today.
When you buy a call option, you are betting
that the EXXON stock will go high enough
to hit your call option's "striking price."
The striking price is the level at which
your option contract allows you to buy the
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Sage Advice for Today's LaWyer

them (in his thick Irish Brogue) that "no
matther whether th' constitution follows
th' flag or not, th' supreme coort follows
the' illiction returns."
Justice Holmes is famous for his
assertion
that "There is no worse
justification for a legal rule than the
argument that it was necessary fifty years
ago and therefore must be necessary
today." As brilliant and as quotable as that
statement may be, it is not original. Three
years before Holmes said it, Mr. Dooley
observed the following:

Be hivins, Hinnissy, I want me
advice, up-to-date, an' whin Mack
(President McKinley) an' Williams,
Jennings
tells me what George
Wash'n'ton an' Thomas Jefferson
said, I says to thim: 'Gintlemen, they
larned their thrade befure th' days iv
open plumbin',' I says. 'Tell us what is
wanted ye'ersilf or call in a journeyman who's wurrukin' card is dated
this cinchry,' I says.

And when Ben Bagdikian decries the
growing power of the press, he would do
well to credit the manwho years earlier
warned of the same danger:
-

Maybe th' iditor is onto yeo An' ye're
arrested f'r lookin' longingly at a ham
on Easter Sundah. Ye might as well go
an: have ye'er hair cut an' save
throuble f'r th' prison barber. Whin ye
wake up in th' mornin' th' fam'ly
newspaper comes-in an' this is what
ye see:

Striking It Rich in the Stock Options Market,
by David Braus

NOVEMBER

underlying stock. Assume our EXXON
option is "December 55." This means you
have until the third Friday (really the,
following Saturday)
of December
to
execute your right to buy EXXON at $55a
share.
Now if-EXXON remains at $50, you're
out of your mind to exercise your right to
buy EXXON at $55since you can get it for
$5 less on the open market. But if EXXON
goes to $60, your right is worth $5 for each
stock option you buy. Assuming your
option sold for 50 cents, which is not
unreasonable, you would have ten times
your money for a 20percent increase in the
underlying stock: 50 times a greater increase in your money than the holder of
the common stock.
Even though options give you a right to
buy the underlying stock, the vast
majority (like 98 percent) of acting on the
options market involves merely the sale of
the contract as opposed to the actual
execution thereof (taking delivery of the
EXXON stock at $55). One is never under
any compulsion to execute his option - in
the worst case you let it die a natural death
and allow its expiration tn occur. The
beauty of the options market as compared
to' commodities is that they not only pay
big fees, but trade often. As a final note,
the statistics say that 70 percent of options
traders lose money, but what a way to go.
It sure keeps the adrendaline pumping
faster than civil procedure.

MURDERS HIS WIFE
F'r surely th' shock will kill Mrs.

Hinnissy whin she hears her horrible
husband is locked up f'r hopin' to steal
a ham.
"Th' thrile is set f'r Novimber but
ye're thried, convicted an' doin' th'
lock step last August if ye.on'y knew
it. Ivry night whin father comes home
fr'm his wurruk he brings a copy iv th'
Kazoo an' reads about this fiend in
human form divine, which means you,
Hinnissy. \
"Wanst in a while a mistake is
made. Maybe ye ain't 'guilty at all.
Maybe 'tis found at th' thrile that ye
were in Waukegan th' day th' crime
was discovered an' it was another
man iv th' same name that coveted th'
ham. Th' Palajeem iv our Liberties
does th' rtght thing be yeo Th' case
demands a full, free, frank an' manly
apology an' ye get it:
"We stated yisterdah that wan
Hinnissy was, convicted iv stealin' a
ham. We regret to say this was not so.
Adv. "
"Th' printed wurrud! What can I do
against it? I can buya gun to protect
me against me inimy. I can change
me name to save me fr'm th' gran'
jury. But there' no escape f'r good
man or bad f;'m th' printed wurrud. It
follows me wheriver I go an' sthrikes
me down in church, in me office, in me,
very home."

And woe be the person who ignores Mr.
Dooley's advice! When Irving Younger,
defending the Washington Post in a multimillion dollar libel suit, opted for a jury
rather than face a judge he considered
unsympathetic, his client lost in a big way.
Younger might have saved his client a
little money had he noted Mr. Dooley's
analysis of the true nature of juries:
"In due time twelve men iv in-··
telligence who have r-read th' pa-paapers an' can't remimber
what
they've r-read, or who can't r-read, or
ar-re out iv wurrk, ar-re injooced to
sarve, an' th' awful wheels iv justice
begins to go round.
"Thank th' Lord, whin th' case is all
~ over, th' jury'll pitch th' tistimony out
iv th' window, an' consider three
questions: 'Did Lootgert look as'
though he'd kill his wofe? Did his wife
look as though she ought to be kilt?
Isn't it time we wint to supper?' ..
Dunne has given his opinion on many
areas of the law, and it may be worth the
student's time to read a few of his
columns. The Jacob Burns Library has one
anthology, Mr. Dooley on the Choice of
Law (Charlottesville: Michie, 1963), which
contains most of his important works. As
Arthur J. Keefe said more than 20 years
ago, "Time has come for law schools to
require that applicants have knowledze of
Finley Peter vunne and Mr. Dooley. The
ones tha t think like Dooley are sure bets."
This advice is still true.

EVERY AVAILABLE AID
FOR THE LAW STUDENT
GILBERTS - COIFS
SUM & SUBSTANCE
lEGALINES
SMITH REVIEWS - NUTSHELlS
CASE NOTES - Atv1ERICAN LEGAL
CASE DIGESTS EMANUELS - HORNBOOKS
S1ATIONARY SUPPLIESAND MORE

DISCOUNT PRICESAND
COMPLETE SELECTION
AT ...
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.
1917 Eye St.,N.w.

Tel 785-0424
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There is no success like failure
And "failure is no success at all '
-Bob Dylan
W)?()W)iW?4&W<<(2ttWUWWA@??@@W?!WW4?4k4???W4M

Like the faded specter of a mostly forgotten nightmare, the issue of capricious grading
has receded from the forefront of student consciousness here at the Law Center. A year
ago, however, it was a hot issue. In those-days the terror was still fresh.
Grades, specifically high grades, are one of'the most sought after commodities here at
the law school. While everyone's ambition may be to find themselves a comfortable
place in the top 10 percent of their class, the minimum that is expected are reasonably
fair grades.
'
Last fall, the students in one section of Federal Income Tax felt that expectation had
not been fulfilled. Perhaps that characterization is a bit mild.~In a word they were
outraged Outraged and desperate.
In that particular class, the distribution of grades was somewhat below what the
students felt to be an accurate reflection of their knowledge of the law of taxation. Nearly
one third of the class received failing grades. The average score for the class as a whole.
was 65.5.
Screaming foul, (and with visions of the legal counter at Dart Drug dancing in their "
heads), the students petitioned the administration for a review of the situati?n ..Dean
Barron after initially suggesting that the matter of grading was wholly within the
discretion of the professor, referred the matter to the faculty Scholarship Committee.
That committee considered the matter for several months. After taking oral and
written testimony from 28of of the students involved, it concluded that there may have
been some unfairness in the grading. To remedy this, the students were offered the triple
option of retaining the grade they received, changing their grade to its Credit-No Credit
equivalent or having the course removed entirely from their transcript.
While it is not probable that the situation will arise in exactly this manner again in the
future, the system of grading remains open to abuse. And although this particular
situation seems to have been remedied by persistent negotiation between the students
affected and the Scholarship Committee, perhaps the committee should consider
safeguards to prevent future abuse by professors who have exceedingly low regard for
. the best interests of NLC students.
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". "I'm askin' every smoker to
quit for 24 hours on Nov.18th.
And 11I help you with my' Larry
Hagman Special Stop Smokln'
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Band: Get one free from your
American Cancer Society. You
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Science Editor to Address NLC
by Associate Dean Teresa M. Schwartz"

On Wednesday, November 3rd, Dr. Allen
Hammond will visit the law school as a
participant in the Enrichment Program.
~talk,
which is entitled "Practicing Law

Dr. Allen Hammond

10 the Age of Science," will be given at 4:00
p.m. in Stockton, Room 101 with a
reception to follow.
"
Dr. Hammond, who has his PH.D. in
applied mathematics and geophysics from
Harvard, is the founder and editor of
Science 82, a leading popular science"
monthly which this year received the
prestigious National Magazine Award for
general excellence. Dr. Hammond is also
editor and reporter for the CBS syndicatea
"daily radio program "Report on Science."
In addition, he has written numerous
books and articles in the areas of science
and technology.
Dr. Hammond's talk to the law students
will focus on future scientific and technological developments in such fields as
electronics and genetic engineering. He
will discuss some of the legal and public
policy issues
that these scientific
developments will present to our society
and the legal profession in the next 10 to 15
years.
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Placement Needs to
Get Its Act Together
As you know, it is getting more and more
difficult for lawyers to find jobs. Recent
articles in the Wall Street Journal have
presented the problem very clearly. The
assumptions
expressed
in
The
Superlawyers about the never ending
growth of law firms are contradicted
every day.
My own recent inquiries to temporary
employment agencies have been very
discouraging. Even lawyers, not only law
students, are looking for temporary
paralegal work. The word from the
agencies is that the requests' for legal
services are not coming in as quickly as
people willing to perform them.
The National Law Cenfermust get its
act together to place graduating students.
The present situation is a disgrace, We
should not feel that we are imposing on the
Placement Office to ask for advice and
help finding jobs.
NLC should also accept a responsibility
to provide students with opportunities to
gain experience working in the legal.
community while they are still studying in
order to improve their qualifications for
employment after graduation. Those who
cannot count on being in the top 25 percent
of the class will need this extra edge. In the
mean time the subject matter of classes
will be complemented.
It is not getting easier to find a job as a
lawyer. It is getting more difficult. There
are more new graduates and fewer new
openings.
The Student Bar Association has put
forth an admirable proposal for renewing
NLC's placement services. I strongly urge
you to adopt it. I add my own demanding
voice to the rest of the concerned students
who have been screaming for years outside your office.
Joanne M. Ivancic

Placement Cannot
Bear Entire Burden
As a third-year student with no interest
in large law firm employment,
I
wholeheartedly concur with the SBA that
the Placement Office does not meet the
needs of many students. However, I
believe the SBA does itself and the
students it represents a disservice by
making statements
such as: " ... t~e

by Wilbert E. Nixon
SBA Evening Vice-President

We
thank you. We, the Student Bar
Association (SBA) officers, thank you, the
student body, for responding to our "call to
arms" regarding the Placement Services
issue. The petition drive was a .huge
success. More than a thousand of you
signed a petition calling for the National
Law center (NLC) Administration to take
immediate action in dealing with the
placement problem. You filled Stockton
101 and required your law school dean to
answer good, hard questions at the
Placement Forum. You put the pressure
on the Administration and we believe it
has paid off. The recent appointment of an
Assistant Dean for Placement by the

Placement Office is at best a self-help
facility. 'Want a job? Go to the job books
and find one yourself, Turkey.'
"
Apparently the SBA finds it distasteful for
a law student - who has proven himself
worthy of employment by virtue of his
admittance to G.W. - to be responsible for
finding a job on his own. What's wrong
with self-help?
Admittedly the Placement Office needs
much improvement; but to expect that
Office to bear the burden of securing
employment for law students is not only
ridiculous, .but representative of the attitude that "someone else" (e.g., the
government) is primarily responsible for
taking .care of us. This attitude can be
detrimental, especially if adopted with
regard to the Placement Office.
Michael J. Labriola,

. A Word on Cheating
.

As the job situation tightens and the
scramble for jobs heats up, an age old
problem comes to the forefront - that of
the falsifying of resumes. In the past
month I've been made aware of several
G.W. Law students who have been caught
by the administration in "doctoring" their
resumes. I do not write this letter,
however, to preach or moralize ... Despite
what reason you choose ("it's morally
wrong," or "unfair to the rest of us"), the
plain fact is that this type of activity
should not be tolerated.
Is this diatribe based on my naivete
about how people "should act?" I think
not. I am not foolish enough to think that
those who lie on their resumes won't get
the great offer nor do I really suppose that
these persons actually stay up at night
. feeling guilty. Further it is obvious that
this type of activity is not confined to the
legal community. Cheating is (and always
will be) prevalent everywhere and resume
"fixing" occurs in every type of job
market - professional or not. The legal
profession,
however,
as do other
professions which are state regulated,
affords itself an opportunity to negate at
least some of this contemptible, conduct.
First, at the law school level, put teeth in
administrative
sanctions
for resume
cheating. At the NLC,-being caught by the
Dean doesn't even amount to a "slap on
the wrist."
A person
found misrepresenting his or her resume is told
to change it, and essentially is allowed to

again misrepresent
their qualifications
until the discrepancy is rediscovered. To
this writer's knowledge, at least one D.C.
law school handles this situation properly'
- egregious "mistakes" on one's resume
can and do prevent a law, student from
receiving his diploma.
On the state level, the same practice'
should be instituted by the Bar Examiners.
If the Examiners are truly required to
screen applicants' moral character, there
1$ no reason why these infractions should
not also ban the applicants from taking the
Bar exam. Too harsh? Nonsense, this is
plain fraud!
I can't believe that a clear majority of
law students would dissent from the views
put forward here. Morals aside, I just can't
subscribe to an "ends justifying the
means" approach. The bottom line is that I
won't associate with these people as my
friends and I certainly do not want them as
my colleagues in the legal community.
(Name withheld at my request)

He Copy Machines
Looking back on my first two months in
law school, I feel a sense of satisfaction
Lam at George Washington. Overall, I'm
proud to be at an institution of such high
quality which has chosen not to rest on its
accolades but to move forward with
changes and improvements which will
bring an even better reputation to the
institution and corresponding benefits to
its students.
I realize that the future reconstruction of
Bacon Hall and the present inadequacies
of the Placement
Office are inconveniences, major as they are, which
will, in time, disappear and be replaced by
facilities to be proud of and services to
take advantage of. I may not feel that
. improvements are coming fast enough,
but I can accept, for the most, the
inadequacies of the present with the
knowledge that they will become advantages of the future.
Unfortunately,
not
all
of. the
inadequacies of this school are so simply
understood and accepted. It is my belief
that a law library equipped with only' five
copy machines for a student body of 1500 is
entirely inadequate and inexcusable. A
library is supposed to be a building where
work is accomplished, not postponed while
one' waits in line indefinitely. When one
must wait, quite often, 15 to 20 minutes for ..
access to a machine, this function of

administration seems to be an important
had so little success in finding minority
first step in dealing with the NLC's
candidates to fill its full-time faculty
placement problem.
.
positions. The committee welcomes all
As was reported in the last issue of the
interested students to work on these very
Advocate, the NLC also has had great
important issues. We are cautiously opdifficulty in registering
minority law
timistic that our efforts In dealing with
students
and ."attracting"
minority
these problems \\111 be as successful as
faculty. A special select committee has
what appears to have happened in the area
been formed to look into the problem and
of placement.· Interested students are
make recommendations
on what the
urged to contact BALSA president, Ed
Administration can do to become more
Christian,
Arlyn Charles or myself
effective in this area. We were encouraged
. through the SBA.,
by the number of first-year students, both
black and white, who have shown an inSturdivant -Elected
terestin solving this problem. The comTo AFGE Post
mittee is currently working on a report
which would examine the admission
practices of several comparable
law Now
'that we've dealt with the heady
schools as compared with the NLC's
issues of the day, let's take a moment to
procedures.
The committee
is also
congratulate one of our own. John Sturworking on determining why the NLC has
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facilitating education is not accomplished.
At the day of this writing, there are only
two operative machines in the entire
library available to the students. The
basement machine (only one for the entire ;
basemenrtl) IS operating ineffectively afld
has been for some time, the first )l60r
machine (and money changer) i~oken,
the second floor machine is bt61ten, and
- only the two machines on the" third floor
are functional. I can't ~lp
but feel
exasperated; not only ~~
condition of
the machines but, mpre seriously, at the
lack thereof.
/'
There is room,;tt least, for another five
machines spaced throughout the library.
In reality, there is room (and need) for
many more. Surely this is a worthwhile
expenditure of funds. In a library where
the vast majority of material is noncirculating, surely copying can be seen as
a necessity, not a luxury to be indulged in
by only those who miss the slot machines
of Atlantic City.
I appreciate the less expensive price of
copying at our library than throughout the
rest of the university. But this is only
proper given the non-circulating nature of
our library. I refuse, however, to believe
that an additional five copy machines
would bankrupt this school or the building
program (especially with the new tuition
proposals recently announced.), And the
administration can't obtain the machines
for us with NLC funds already at its
disposal, why not tack on an extra $5 to
each student's tuition next year? I'm sure
we would gladly pay the small extra
amount being guaranteed
where the
money would be going (to us).
I conclude with an appeal to whomever
has the authority to rectify this unfortunate problem. I am not demanding
and I am not insisting; what I am doing is
pleading that the administration,
who
takes pride in the quality of our Law
Center, act on a situation which has obviously needed action for quite some time.
During a time when the students are
angry at a variety of things within the NLC
and are no longer remaining apathetic, it
might be easy to become defensive and
dump this request into the circular file at
the feet of your desks. I ask the administration to wait and ponder for a
moment this specific request. It is
reasonable and deserving. Complying with
it can be a small step in the direction of
showing us, the students, that the school's
stated commitment to us, in the present, is
a reality; not just a figure of speech.
Stuart M. Address
Class of '85

diva nt, a third year evening student,
recently was elected to the post of
_Executive Vice-President (EVP) of the
250,000 member American Federation of
Government Employees (AFGE), this
country's largest government employee
union. Sturdivant, 44, in attaining the
number two pest of the AFGE, became one
of the highest-ranking blacks on the United
States labor scene today. Pitted against
seven opponents for the EVP position,
Sturdivant
ran a hard, professional
campaign, simply "working harder" than
his political rivals. Using traditional and
modern campaign strategies, Sturdivant
amassed the highest vote tally of any other
elected official at the convention.
We, the evening students, congratulate
our often out-spoken colleague on his
considerable accomplishment - and we
wish him the best in his career.
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O~t Of shape? No excuse with Smith Center around the corner!

San Diego to Host

-

International Institute
by Janet Bartlemay

A

s the pressures of the school year
increase, it becomes all the more important to find an escape. Luckily, such a
retreat for law students can be found only
three blocks away at the Smith Center. Letme emphasize from the start that the
Smith Center is not just for jocks. I happen
to have been born an unathletic klutz and
have .remained that way. Nonetheless,
after doing a little bit of digging, I found
that the Smith Center has recreational and
athletic events geared to all-levels, even
mine.
The facilities at the Smith Center include
gymnasiums, a jogging track, handballsquash-racquetball courts, a weight room;
saunas,' and a swimming pool. All are
available to GW students and full-time
faculty and staff. Guests (accompanied by
a student, faculty or staff member) will be
admitted for a $3.00 charge. Equipment
can be checked out in exchange for your
GWI.D.
Smith Center hours during the school
year are as follows:
MondayFriday

9a.m.-U p.m.

Saturday
Sunday

10a.m.-6 p.m.
t-It p.m.

The pool is open during the following
times:
MondayFriday

12noon-2 p.m.,
5-6:30p.m.,
8-10p.m.

t-sp.m.

Saturday
Sunday

t-s p.m.,
7:9p.m:

In addition, the GW Recreation and
Intramural Department offers a wide
variety' of events and competitions to
students. The department,
under the
leadership of Robert Romano, Director,
and Kate Stanges, Assistant Director,
sponsors a number of classes and activities worth noting.
On-gOing
events include classes in
aerobics and yoga, many of which are
scheduled to fit easily into a law student's
schedule. In addition, competitions have
been organized in football, floor hockey,
volleyball, racquetball, squash, handball,
and tennis. Several law school teams have
taken part in these competitions and more
teams are encouraged to join in the future.
Classes and competitions are currently
underway for this semester, but will begin
anew next term.
The Recreation
and Intramural
Department also sponsors a variety of
special events. Included in this category is
the "King of the Court Racquetball
Challenge" which will be held MondayFriday from 7-10p.m. until the end of the
semester. Students are invited to show up
at Court I at Smith Center during these
times, sign up, 'and enter the challenge.
The winner of each match gets to remain
on the court and meet the next challenger.
Another upcoming event at the Smith
Center is a weight-lifting clinic scheduled
for Friday, November 12 from 5:30 -7 p.m.
All interested students are invited, but
should sign up in advance at the Smith
Center (on the 1M Bulletin Board downstairs) .
The recreation-1M Department is also
pleased to announce its "GW Road Runners" program. Students participating in
this activity will be able to run at their own
pace and log in their miles. The department will track runners' progress on its
Road Runners Chart. All runners, old pros
as well as beginners, are. encouraged to
register.
..

Students
should stop by or call the
The University of San Deigo Law
Recreation-Intramural
Department
School's 11th Institute on International and
(Room 103 Smith Center, 676-6250) for
Comparative' Law. will be held in the
further information about any of these
summer of 1983. The summer programs
activities. The bulletin board located
. will be held in Guadalajara,
Mexico;
downstairs at the Smith Center provides
Oxford and London, England; Paris,
details about other events. Forms are
France; Moscow and Leningrad, Russia;
available at the office for individuals and
and Warsaw, Poland. Several other
locations are in the planning stages for
teams to register for activities.
So... the next time that you feel oversummer 1983.
whelmed
by cases,
papers,
briefs,
Each summer location has a different
memoranda - shove that work gently
focus. The focus of London is on Interaside and stroll on down to 22nd Street and
national Business Law. In addition to
G and ESCAPE! Unlike tax or contracts, .
courses in the area, students are offered a
the Smith Center will prove fun and good
unique opportunity for clinical training in
for you.
an international business clinic or an
advocacy clinic. A student may be placed
with either the London office of an.
American law firm, a barrister, a solicitor
Foreign Law Students
with an international practice, the legal
Form Association
counsel's office of a multi-national corporation, or a government agency or internationa)
organization dealing with
Foreign students enrolled in the Masters
-international
business.
While each
programs at the NLC have recently for..
student's
experience
will
vary
with the
med an association in order to share adplacement, most will have the opportunity
vice and to assist foreign students in job
to participate in client interviews,strategy
placement. Lectures on foreign legal
sessions, negotiating meetings, and-may
systems are also planned. Meetings are
gather facts, draft and review contracts,
held on Wednesdays, with the location and
opinion letters, and trial or arbitration
time announced on the Stockton Hall
documents.
bulletin board,
For further information, please-write:
All foreign students enrolled in the
Ms. S. Coursey, Foreign Law Programs,
LL.M. or M.C.L. programs are urged to
University of San Diego Law School,
attend the November ~ meeting at which
Alcala Park, San Diego CA 92110 U.S.A.
Dean Potts will talk on. the issue of job
placement. The meeting ~
be held over
the noon hour as a brown bag lunch.

."

We'reaskin~ every smoker to quit for 24 hours
on Nov.18th. And well even help. Just ask us

YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
Junlor.yaar programs. Postgraduata diplomas. One-y_r Mast.. ••
degra •• and Research opportunltiasln the soclalsdances ara offer'"
at tha london Schoolof Economicsand Political Sclenca.
The wide range of subjects includes:
Accounting & Finonce, Actuariol Science. Anthropology.
Business Studies.
Economics. Econometrics. Economic History. European Studies. Geography.
Government,
Industrial
Relotions.
Inlernational
History. Internationol
Relations. law, Management
Science. Operational
Research.
Philosophy.
Planning
Studres. Population
Studies, Politics, Seo-Use Policy. Social
Administration,
Sociol Work, Sociology, Sociol Psychology. Statistical and
Mothemolic~1

Sciences,

Systems Analysis.
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Summer Legal Employment Guide Out in November

The National and Federal Legal.
Employment Report and the American .
Bar Association announce the publication
of the 1983edition of the annual Summer
Legal Employment
Guide. The'1983
Summer Legal Employment Guide will be
available in early November, 1982.
The Guide includes detailed descriptions
and application information for over 1,000
summer law clerk and intern opportunities
with the executive,
legislative,
and
judicial branches of the United States
Government, international organizations,
and private employers throughout the U.S.
and abroad.

"The Guide is also an excellent resource'
for attorneys, paralegals, legal assistants,
and other persons with law-related
backgrounds,"
says editor Richard
Hermann. "It contains the updated addresses, and often the telephone numbers,
of virtually every Federal Government
office that is currently hiring people with
legal skills."
The 1983 Summer Legal Employment
Guide costs $12.00 ($10.00each for multiple
orders), payable to the American Bar
Association, Dept. 527, 1155 E. 60th Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60637, ATTN: 1983
Summer Legal Employment
Guide.
Please add $1.00 for handling.

for a free
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Labor Management Seminar Slated for New York
Major areas of concern to practitioners
in the. labor-management relations field
will be explored at an intensive one and
one-half day seminar to be held November
15-16,1982, at the Doral Inn in New York,
N.Y. The 1982Institute on Labor Law and
Labor Relations is the seventh in a series
sponsored by the Federal Bar Association,
the New York State Bar Association, and
BNA Conferences, a division of The
Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. <BNA).
Topics to be covered include: "Hot"
issues under the National Labor Relations
Act, equal employment developments and
prospects, new directions at the Department of Labor, OSHA - developments and
prognosis,
. problems
arid
recent
developments in multi-employer pension '
plans, update and ·perspective on employment-at-wiIl, and a review Qfpertinent
Supreme Court decisions.
~
The Institute's distinguished faculty of
professionals
representing
labor,
management, and government includes:
T. Timothy Ryan, Solicitor of Labor,
Washington, D.C.; Donald Zimmerman,
National Labor Relations Board member,
Washington, D.C.; Thorne G. Auchter,
Assistant
Secretary
of Labor
for
Occupational Safety
and
Health,

Washington, D.C.; Cathie Shattuck, Vice
Chairman, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Washington, D.C.;
Daniel Silverman, Director, Region 2,
National Labor Relations Board, New
York, N.Y.; Irving Perlan, of Immerman
& Perlman,
Baldwin, N.Y.; Evan- J.
Spelfogel, of Burns, Jackson, Summit,
Rovins,Spitzer & Feldesman, New York,
N.Y.; Jerome B. Kauff, of Dretzin &
Kauff, New York, N.Y.; Jerome P.
Coleman, of Townley & Updike, New York,
N.Y.; KennethJ. McCulloch, of Townley &
Updike, New York, N.Y.; and Janet
Spencer, St. John's University School of
Law, Jamaica, N.Y.
The registration fee of $280 ($300 after
October 22) includes
all sessions,
ma terials, a continental breakfast, and a
reception. (There is a reduced registration
fee of $230- $250 after October 22 - for
Federal Bar Association and New York
State Bar Association members.)
To register, or for additional information,
write
BNA Conference
Registrar, The Bureau of National Affairs,
Inc., Suite S-602, 1231 25th Street, N.W.,.
Washington, D.C., or telephone toll free
800--424-981lOor (202) 452-4420 in the
Washington, D.C., metropolitan area.

This calculator thinks business.
The TI Student Business Analyst
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions-the ones'
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business. ~
With the Student
Vr
Business Analyst.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
©1982 Texas Instruments
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Best Football Around
champs - a team of (then) third year law
students.
.
Co-captain John Suder, the team's
Every weekend this Fall, scores of
safety and kicker, vows his team will
National Law Center students drop their
return to the finals this year "to redeem
Emmanuels, slip on a pair of cleats, shake
ourselves." Well Hung Jury racked up
off their hangovers and converge on the
more. than 60 points .in their first two
athletic fields on the west end of the Mall.
games before being derailed and shut out
No, it isn't a massive, physical, study
for their first loss on October 17. "It was
group meeting, but the weekly touch
the
absence of key personnel and an
Jootball games for the five law school
erratic offense," Suder explains as the
'teams playing in the University's inreason for the loss. Despite the set-back,
tramural program.
Well Hung Jury's
quarterback
Jeff
The University has more than 30 teams
Temple is confident his team will return to
divided into four divisions. Most of them
their winning ways soon. He said the team
are in East or West Divisions, which
was busy in the offseason making changes
ha ve ten teams each, There is also an Open
which will insure victory this year. "We've
and a Frat Division. The law school has
.added some strength to the offensive and
teams in all but the Frat Division.
defensive lines which should make the
As of October 18,the only undefeated law
difference," he said.
school team was the Jurisdics, (:1-0) a
All is not rosy with the team, however,
predominantly second year team. The
.
as
Suder claims his leadership chores are
Jurisdics play in the East Division as do
put to the test each game. "It's tough
the Trolls, a first year team with a 1-2
controlling 18 different coaches who each
record. The two teams played each other
want to call their own play," he said.
on October 17 and fought to a scoreless
Another second year team is comending. The Jurisdics got credit for the win .
plaining of similar problems on their
however by grinding out more yardage in
squad. However, much of the in-fighting on
the overtime period.
the you-can't- help - but - love Alan Boyd, co-captain and tight end for
'em Learned Hands comes from their
the Jurisdics called the Trolls game the
bitterness at being handed their first loss
team's toughest to date, Boyd is confident
after shutting out their previous two ophis team will finish on top this season.
ponents. Learned Hand quarterback
"Mter the Trolls, we don't have much
Randy Pavlick criticized his captain Tim
competition," he said. Boyd cites the
Lee, a wide receiver, for lack of team
defense as the Jurisdics' best asset. "We
leadership. "Ive had to step in and fill the
haven't let anyone past the 50-yard line all
void, get some organization on the ofyear," he said. The Jurisdicsdefense
is
fense," Pavlick said. When informed of
certainly impressive as they have yet to be
Pavlick's comments, Lee shrugged his
scored against by any opponent.
Another second year team, this one
shoulders and said, "What do you expect
playing in the West Division, is Well Hung
from a has-been quarterback who blew the
Jury. The team (2-1) went to the finals last
game for. us. Randy and Len (Lewis) are
year where they lost to last season's
the goa ts from tha t game, not me." Lewis

University Intramurals

by J'an Majewski

CALENDAR
3
6:30 P.M. GW Women's Volleyball game
against Rider (Smith Center).

10
8 P.M. SBA Meeting. Stockton B-02.

12

5
4:30-7:30 GW Graduate Students' Happy
Hour. University Club. Free admission
and cash bar ..
8 P.M. Absence of Malice. Building C.
Admission: $1. Sponsored by the GW
Program Board.

6
3 P.M .. American University Symphony
Orchestra will perform Tchaikovsky's
Symphony No.2 and Dvorak's Slavonic
Dances. American University, Kay
Spiritual Life Center. Free admission.
9 P.M.-2 A.M. Party with Georgetown Law
School at Children's Museum on Capitol
Hill. $8.00 per person includes band,
. D.J., beer, wine, vodka drinks, cheese
and crackers, chips, veggies and dip.
Tickets on sale in Stockton lobby from
October 27-November 4.

-

5:30-7P.M. Weight-lifting Clinic sponsored
by the GW Recreation and Intramural
Department at the Smith Center. Sign
up in advance at the Smith Center.

13
8 P.M. The Jazz Singer. Marvin Center
Ballroom. Admission: $1. Sponsored by
the GW Program Board.

12 noon GW Women's Swimming-Diving
Meet against Tennessee at the Smith
Center

15
Assistant Dean for Career Development
arrives.

8
8:30 P.M. GW Faculty Concert. Marvin
Theater. Free Admission.

9
4 P.M. The law school faculty Lecture
Series presents Professor Tom Dienes
who will discuss "Mexican
Constitutionalism:
Fact or Fantasy?"
Bacon lounge.

16
4 P.M .. The law school faculty lecture
series
presents
Professor
Lewis
Solomon who will discuss "Practicing
International
Business
Law: An
Overview and Introduction to Our 1983
Summer. Session in London." Bacon
lounge.
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NLC touch football teams battle each weekend on the west end of the
Mall.
dropped a sure touchdown pass while
Pavlick tripped on defense allowing the
person he was covering to score the
game's only touchdown.
Lee said the Learned Hands will "do
well" this year and asks that any law
students who want to play should contact
him.
The Learned Hands, now at 2-1, are in
the Open Division with MoHter Manius (12), a first year team.
Lee, Suder and Boyd all expressed·
displeasure with the stricter_officiating
and more penalities given out this year.
Lee said the team really moves the ball
well with Pavlick but those "stupid
blocking penalties kill us." Suder said the

extra line strength was added to his team
to offset the new blocking rules.
There are no talks of strike however as
these. student-athletes eagerly look forward to each weekend so they can get a .
break from the boredom and monotony of
study~ng with some much needed physical
exercise.
For any student who needs a football fix
simply check the schddule of games in th~
Smith Center or read the blackboard in the
first floor lobby in Stockton Hall for the
following weekend's games. As Learned
Hand defensive stand-out Steve Radio
said, "With the NFL players on strike,
these law school teams give the only
decent games around."

